
Green Mountain Power 
Resiliency Work to Keep Vermont Connected



GMP: Who We Are

► GMP serves over 272,000 customers in 202 towns,
covering 77% of Vermont
► 85% residential customers, 15% businesses 
► Mostly rural and suburban territory with approximately 

12,500 miles of distribution lines and 1,011 miles of sub-
transmission

► 15 district offices with teams across Vermont
► About 510 employees, 285 are members of the

IBEW Local 300
► Our annual energy mix is 100% carbon free and 80% 

renewable 
► GMP will be 100% renewable by 2030



► Overall Trend:

► With the warming climate, 
Vermont is getting more 
severe, damaging, moisture 
laden storms.

► Unprecedented series of 
storms this past winter

► Since Dec. 16th, 2022, 6 
major storms after 4 years 
without a major storm, 3 of 
which were in the top 10 in 
GMP history.

► All top ten storms in the last 
decade

GMP: Who We AreStorms are Getting Worse & We are Ready



► Green Mountain Power monitors 4 forecasters and 
multiple weather models days in advance of any 
storm.  

Storm Prep & Planning

► Forecasters-
► VT Utility Forecaster Roger Hill
► Disaster Tech-Northern VT University born weather 

prediction 
► National Weather Service-Burlington(12 VT Counties)
► National Weather Service-Albany(2 VT Counties)

► Weather Models- 
► GFS-Global Forecast System
► Euro-European Forecast Model
► NAM-North American Model
► High Resolution Rapid Refresh

► Outage Prediction-
► Internal GMP present weather vs prior weather prediction
► Disaster Tech-Prediction based on total precipitation and 

how much is frozen.

► Secure and pre-position GMP team, and extra crews 
brought it to help, as needed 

► Customer Outreach: Proactively alert customers/communities
► Text alerts, emails, social media, web site, press releases, 

robo-calls, critical care customer outreach



► Distribute Resources to the hardest hit areas. 

Storm Restoration

► Communicate often with customers as information 
becomes available. High level restoration times once 
damaging weather stops, when the last customers in 
a geographic area will be back on.  

► Have districts run storm response in their area for 
efficiency.

► GMP’s 15 operating districts





► Extensive Outreach before, during, 
and after storms
► Including regional and local updates 

to local officials
► Portable Jackery Batteries for Critical 

Care Customers

► Communities with their own 
plans/staffing for severe weather 
are more resilient
► Identifying points of contact is key

Partnering with Communities on Storm Support



► Town/RPC Meetings
► Coordinating communication

► VEM Meetings/Coordination
► Cares list

► Lifted the Cap on Energy Storage, 
support CC customers

► Custom/Frequent messaging

Helping Vermonters Stay Informed and Safe 



Storm Resilience
► 2020, state approved GMP’s Climate Plan to 

launch targeted grid strengthening projects
► 2023, GMP committed to Zero Outages by 

2030
► Expanding energy storage/batteries to keep 

customers powered up
► Microgrids & Resiliency Zones to keep 

communities powered up
► Extensive planning and resources in place 

prior to storms
► Partnering with Communities



2030 Zero Outages Initiative 





► Zone 1
► Mainline Feeder
► Three Phase
► Sub to Feeder Ties

► Resiliency Technologies
► Reconductoring with spacer 

cable
► Some “conditional 

undergrounding” where it 
make sense. 

GMP: Who We AreZone 1: Out of the Substation



► Zone 2
► All three phase beyond Zone 1

► Resiliency Technologies
► Reconductoring with spacer 

cable
► More undergrounding as 

compared to Zone 1

GMP: Who We AreZone 2: Three Phase



► Zone 3 
► Single phase
► “Higher” customer density 

► Resiliency Technology
► Focusing as much as possible 

on undergrounding
► Where not possible 

(significant ledge) 165 mil tree 
wire.

GMP: Who We AreZone 3: Single Phase



► Zone 4 
► Single Phase
► “Lower” customer density

► Resiliency Technology
► Installing batteries

► Philosophy
► Less expensive to install 

batteries and let the customer 
ride out an outage.

► In the future, considering 
hardening the lines 
(underground or covered wire).

► In the meantime, focus will be 
placed hardening that mainline / 
three phase

GMP: Who We AreZone 4: Last Mile of Single Phase



► GMP has deployed more than 50 MW of residential and 
utility scale batteries throughout Vermont

► Enough to power 25,000 homes for days
► Batteries strengthen the greater grid, add resiliency, and 

helps lower costs for all GMP customers
► Circuit, Town-level Storage, can isolate to microgrid if 

larger grid is damaged
► GMP deploying customized Resiliency Zones in partnership 

with communities to keep them powered up
► Home Storage can last for days if managed, and longer if 

paired with solar
► Batteries also reduce energy use at peak times on the grid, 

reducing costs for all customers

GMP’s Zero Outages in Practice: Energy Storage



What’s a Resiliency Zone?
- Community hub that stays connected, even when 

severe weather hits

- We partner with communities on targeted 
resiliency projects

- Selected using outage and CDC community 
vulnerability data

- Some are battery-only
- Currently underway: Brattleboro, Grafton, 

Rochester

- 3 new communities selected each year



Panton Vermont Microgrid
Distribution circuit can disconnect from greater grid

- About 50 customers in center of town, includes Town 
Hall 

- Stays powered up if larger grid is damaged
- 4.9 MW solar array
- Tesla Powerpack batteries
- 2 years of engineering work, first in the country
- PBS Nova feature



Resilient 
Neighborhood Pilot -
O’Brien Farms

► Partnership with O’Brien Brothers for 155 
fully electric homes. 

► Electric heating/cooling, battery backup, 
Span panels, solar, EV charging.

► Community includes large 
community battery storage 
and public DC fast 
charging.

► Neighborhood will be a 
flexible load and 
generation resource for 
the grid, reducing costs for 
all customers.



QUESTIONS?
Tiana Smith 

802-417-9298

Tiana.Smith@GreenMountainPower.com

mailto:Tiana.Smith@GreenMountainPower.com

